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How attention and knowledge
modulate memory: The
di�erential impact of cognitive
conflicts on subsequent
memory—A review of a decade of
research
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In order to cope with cognitive conflicts, attention and knowledge are required. In

some conditions, cognitive conflicts can boost subsequent memory and in other

conditions, they can attenuate subsequent memory. The goal of the present study

is to provide a narrative review of studies from the last decade in which Stroop or

flanker conflicts, task switching, perceptual disfluency or semantic incongruence

were manipulated at study. We propose an integrative framework considering

attentional mechanisms and knowledge structures. Attentional mechanisms

can refer to conflict resolution, which is required to explain the memory

benefit for incongruent stimuli in Stroop and Flanker paradigms. Attentional

mechanisms can also refer to attention allocation, which is required to explain the

memory cost for targets and the memory benefit for task-irrelevant distractors

in task-switching paradigms. Moreover, attention allocation policies can also

account for the inconsistent results for perceptual disfluency manipulations.

Prior knowledge is required to explain e�ects of semantic congruency and

incongruency: Information that is expected, or congruent with prior knowledge,

is better remembered, namely by pre-existing schemata. Moreover, information

that is unexpected or incongruent with prior knowledge attracts attention and

is better remembered. The impact of prior knowledge on memory performance

thus results in a U-shape function. We integrate the findings according to this

framework and suggest directions for future research.

KEYWORDS

cognitive conflict, attention allocation, consolidation theory, schema-congruence

theory, conflict-monitoring hypothesis, load theory of selective attention

1. Introduction

From the moment we wake up, we employ attention and prior knowledge to reach goals

and navigate successfully through the day. For every task like getting dressed, making coffee,

and driving to work, we focus on task-relevant information while ignoring task-irrelevant

information. Different task-sets can sometimes conflict when we need to do two tasks at the

same time (e.g., getting dressed andmonitoring the time) or when we switch tasks. Cognitive

conflicts can also arise when a situation does not match with our prior knowledge (e.g.,

handling a new coffee machine), or with our expectancies (e.g., the postman bringing our
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parcels at a specific time) or when we face incongruent information

(e.g., green traffic light signals us to drive but a pedestrian

is crossing the street). In the laboratory, cognitive conflicts

are induced with dual-task paradigms, task-switching paradigms,

violation of expectancies (prediction errors), perceptual disfluency

or incongruent trials in conflict paradigms as the Stroop or the

Flanker task. During task performance, all these conflicts slow us

down compared to the condition without (Rogers and Monsell,

1995; Wylie and Allport, 2000; Egner and Hirsch, 2005; Bugg, 2008;

Kalanthroff and Henik, 2014). Although the effects on immediate

task performance are similar, the consequences on long-term

memory vary substantially. The aim of this review is to examine

the underlying cognitive mechanism promoting memory costs

and gains.

We review research from the past decade on the effects of

different encoding manipulations involving conflict on subsequent

memory. For inclusion, a basic requirement was that a study

included trial-unique stimuli and a kind of conflict in the

study phase and that memory for these stimuli was measured

in a subsequent test phase. We integrate these findings in

a framework that consists of two overarching main factors—

attentional mechanisms and knowledge structures. Attentional

mechanisms can explain memory effects produced by dividing

attention, task switching, Stroop and Flanker like conflicts, the

attentional boost effect and perceptual disfluency. This part of our

framework is mainly based on the load theory of selective attention,

explaining memory costs (Lavie, 2005, 2010), enriched with

attentional enhancements, explaining memory benefits (Diemand-

Yauman et al., 2011; Swallow and Jiang, 2013; Krebs et al., 2015;

Ptok et al., 2021; LaPointe et al., 2022). Knowledge structures

can explain memory effects produced by prior knowledge (i.e.,

schemata), novelty and prediction errors. This part of our

framework is based on schema theory ofmemory and consolidation

theories (von Restorff, 1933; Wang and Morris, 2010; Van Kesteren

et al., 2012; Gilboa and Marlatte, 2017). Accordingly, memory

performance follows a U-shape function with information that is

congruent with prior knowledge and information that it novel at

the endpoints of a continuum (Greve et al., 2019; Quent et al.,

2021).

In 2012 the first study was published in the line of research

which is the core of our review. In their seminal study, Richter

and Yeung (2012) investigated how cognitive control influences

memory encoding by applying a task-switching procedure in the

study phase. In 2015, two studies investigated the impact of Stroop

like conflicts on subsequent memory performance (Krebs et al.,

2015; Rosner et al., 2015a). As these studies found opposing effects

on memory, the debate about why more cognitive control can

result in both, memory gains and memory losses, was launched

and inspired multiple follow-up studies. Thus, our review focuses

primarily on relevant behavioral studies from the past decade.

The literature of the other paradigms is somewhat older. The

research on divided attention started in the 90’s and originated

from the episodic and declarative memory research (Tulving, 1985;

Gardiner and Parkin, 1990; Craik et al., 1996; Naveh-Benjamin

et al., 1998; Yonelinas, 2002). The studies mainly focused on the

comparison of encoding and retrieval effects, and on different

types of memory. The research on knowledge structures has some

origins in the educational and learning literature. Exploring which

learning condition leads to the most efficient way of acquiring and

consolidating new information is an important research topic since

decades (Craik and Lockhart, 1972; Slamecka and Graf, 1978). This

research also focused on pre-existing knowledge (i.e., schemata;

Bjork and Allen, 1970; DeWinstanley and Bjork, 2004; Cepeda

et al., 2006; Roediger and Karpicke, 2006; Rohrer and Taylor, 2007).

Interestingly, the literature on perceptual disfluency also stems

from the educational literature, as some researchers investigated

the hypothesis that making study materials perceptually more

difficult can promote sustainable learning (Hirshman et al., 1994;

Sungkhasettee et al., 2011). The effects stemming from challenging

encoding conditions were subsumed under the label “desirable

difficulties” (Bjork and Bjork, 2011, 2020), emphasizing that more

effort at study leads to better learning and memory (Craik, 2002;

Staresina and Davachi, 2006; Staresina et al., 2009; Bjork and Kroll,

2015). The reviewed literature on knowledge structures moreover

has its roots in neuroscientific and animal research on memory

formation, consolidation and reconsolidation (Moscovitch et al.,

2005; Tse et al., 2007; Wang and Morris, 2010; McClelland, 2013).

We present a narrative review of several lines of rather

heterogenous research which we integrated in a framework.

However, the main focus of our review remains on the task-

switching and conflict studies which directly tested the implications

of the load theory of selective attention and the conflict-monitoring

hypothesis (Lavie and Cox, 1997; Botvinick et al., 2001, 2004;

Lavie, 2005). The other paradigms have been reviewed elsewhere

(Bennett and Flach, 1992; Wang and Morris, 2010; Van Kesteren

et al., 2012; Swallow and Jiang, 2013; Weissgerber and Reinhard,

2017). An overview of the reviewed studies is presented in a

Supplementary Table 1.

In the first part, we provide theoretical considerations

associated with attentional mechanisms and we include studies that

used different paradigms to induce cognitive conflicts. Figure 1

depicts an overview of different conflict paradigms. We use the

term conflict for all types of encoding conditions which impair

immediate task performance, such as dividing attention, task-

switching, attentional boost, Stroop and Flanker conflicts and

perceptual disfluency. In the second part, we provide theoretical

considerations associated with knowledge structures and review

research on the impact of prior knowledge and information that is

incongruent with pre-existing knowledge and thus unexpected. We

include studies that manipulated schema-congruence, novelty or

induced prediction error. Our main goal was to review the relevant

behavioral literature to provide an integrative view of the findings.

As mentioned above, we started with the task switching and Stroop

conflict studies, but then realized that the related paradigms need

to be considered for the sake of completeness.

2. Attentional mechanisms

Allocating attention influences what we remember, and what

we remember guides our attention (Becker and Rasmussen, 2008;

Chun and Johnson, 2011). Attention and memory are therefore

inextricably intertwined. Interactions between the two became the

focus of research in the last decade and this field of research is
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FIGURE 1

Conflict paradigms. (A) Task-switching paradigm (cf., Muhmenthaler and Meier, 2019). (B) Stroop like conflict (cf., Krebs et al., 2015). (C) Flanker like

conflict (cf., Muhmenthaler and Meier, 2021b). (D) Stimulus sequence in an attentional boost study (cf., Swallow and Jiang, 2010). Examples for

disfluency manipulations: (E) Meier and Muhmenthaler, 2021. (F) Rosner et al., 2015b.

growing quickly.Wewill start with theoretical considerations about

attentional mechanisms with a focus on the load theory of selective

attention as this theory proved especially suitable for explaining the

effects of a variety of encoding manipulations on memory (Lavie,

2005, 2010).

A basic premise of many attention theories is that attention

is limited in capacity (Driver, 2001; Oberauer, 2019). In order

to attain one’s goals through focused and goal-oriented behavior,

attention must be selective (Otten et al., 2002). Combining early

and late selection processes, the theory of selective attention states

that perceptual and cognitive processing demands determine the

selectivity of attention (Lavie, 2005; Tsal and Benoni, 2010). An

intriguing assertion of this theory is that perceptual processing and

cognitive processing both have capacity limits but exhausting these

capacities would lead to opposing effects on selective attention.

As perceptual processing operates automatically and perceptual

resources are used obligatorily, task-irrelevant distractors are

processed automatically when perceptual load is low. When

perceptual load is high, however, the perceptual processing capacity

is already exhausted by processing task-relevant information,
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thus leading to higher selective attention toward targets (Lavie,

2005; Swallow and Jiang, 2013). Thus, perceptual load—defined

by stimulus set characteristics (number, similarity, and type of

presented items) and stimulus quality (e.g., readability, size, and

color; Lavie et al., 2009)—enhances selective attention. When

perceptual load is low, a second, higher-order control mechanism

that actively inhibits attention to irrelevant distractors comes

into play (Lavie, 2010). The efficiency of this control mechanism

depends on the level of load on cognitive control functions

such as working memory (Lavie, 2010; Tsal and Benoni, 2010).

When cognitive load is low, attention is focused on task-relevant

information and task-irrelevant distractors can be inhibited, thus

selective encoding is intact. When the cognitive load is high,

however, control functions are already absorbed by the target task

which enables distractor intrusions, resulting in “broad” attention.

Thus, cognitive load—defined by the proportion of time during

which a given activity absorbs control functions (Barrouillet et al.,

2007)—reduces selective attention.

2.1. Perceptual load

In line with the load theory of selective attention, several

studies showed that various manipulations of perceptual load in

a target task affect the processing of distractors (Lavie, 1995;

Lavie and Cox, 1997; Brand-D’Abrescia and Lavie, 2007; Forster

and Lavie, 2009). The theory predicts that higher perceptual

load reduces distractor processing and thus interference from

conflicting distractor information (i.e., attention is more selective).

Most relevant for the present review, studies showed corresponding

effects on subsequent memory (Jenkins et al., 2005; Lavie et al.,

2009; Greene et al., 2017; Nussenbaum et al., 2017).

For example, Greene et al. (2017) investigated the impact

of perceptual load on memory by showing video clips and

measuring eye movements. Based on the premise that perceptual

load reduces memory accuracy, they investigated whether the

memory impairments under high perceptual load resulted from

inattentional blindness or from failure to visually inspect stimuli

(due to capacity limits; Lavie et al., 2009). Their participants viewed

a video depicting a theft either under high or low perceptual load

and then had to identify characters from the video in photographic

line-ups. High perceptual load impaired participants’ ability to

identify the peripheral character (witness) but not the central

character (thief). There was no effect of perceptual load on number

of ocular fixations on the witness, time to first fixation or total

visit duration. The authors concluded that memory impairments

under high perceptual load were due to attentional failures rather

than differences in visual search. Thus, this study confirmed that

the perceptual load is the key factor in determining the locus of

selective attention. When capacity limits of perception are reached,

distractors in the periphery are not encoded, resulting in selective

attention and memory.

Nussenbaum et al. (2017) also investigated the impact of

perceptual load by exploring the effects of distractor number and

content on memory. The authors asked participants to identify

a target image from among zero, one, or three distractor images

and to categorize the target as “alive” or “not alive.” A subsequent

recognition memory test assessed memory for target and distractor

images. Results of Experiment 1 showed that target memory was

worse in the one-distractor condition (low perceptual load) than in

the three-distractor condition (high perceptual load). In contrast,

distractor memory was better in the one-distractor condition,

suggesting that a higher perceptual load leads to more selective

memories (better target and worse distractor memory). Experiment

2 extended these findings by showing that a single distractor

hurts target encoding more than three distractors, especially when

the response associated with the distractor conflicts with the

response to the target. This suggests that distractor number and

content matters: As the number of distractors increases, distractor

interference decreases probably due to the higher perceptual

load leading to more selective attention to the target and better

inhibition of distractors. In other words, when perceptual load is

low, cognitive load takes effect. In the next sections we will discuss

the effects of cognitive load on memory in more detail.

2.2. Cognitive load

Cognitive load is high when demands on cognitive control

processes increase, for example due to working memory load

or dual-task interference (Oberauer, 2019). Studies using divided

attention or task-switching paradigms showed corresponding

effects on memory (Lavie, 2005, 2010; Swallow and Jiang, 2013;

Dubravac and Meier, 2022). In the following we will review

these studies.

2.2.1. Divided attention
Effects of divided attention during encoding on later memory

performance are widely documented. It is well-established that

engaging in two tasks simultaneously results in impaired long-

term memory (Gardiner and Parkin, 1990; Craik et al., 1996, 2018;

Naveh-Benjamin et al., 1998; Fernandes and Moscovitch, 2000;

Greene and Naveh-Benjamin, 2022). In a typical divided-attention

procedure, participants have to perform two discrimination tasks

at the same time, often involving different modalities (e.g.,

Middlebrooks et al., 2017; Greene and Naveh-Benjamin, 2022).

The main finding is that dividing attention results in costs on

subsequent memory performance.

For example, in a study by Craik et al. (2018), participants had

to perform a word/non-word discrimination task in the primary

task. In the divided-attention condition, half of the participants

had to perform either a visual or an auditory continuous

choice reaction time task. Across five experiments, the results

demonstrated that dividing attention resulted in lower memory

than full attention. The authors reasoned that dividing attention

during encoding affected multiple types of processing, resulting in

an overall degraded memory trace, rather than interrupting any

particular process. In other terms, keeping two concurrent tasks

active required additional control processes, which impaired target

memory (Lavie, 2010; Oberauer, 2019).

In a study by Uncapher and Rugg (2005), the mechanisms

underlying dividing attention were investigated by manipulating

secondary task difficulty. In the primary task, an animacy decision
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to visually presented study words had to be performed, the second

task was to perform either an easy or a hard auditory monitoring

task. The authors demonstrated that memory was worse when the

words were encoded under hard secondary condition compared

than under easy secondary task condition. This finding further

corroborates that enhancing the cognitive load (hard vs. easy

secondary task) reduces subsequent target memory.

2.2.2. Task switching
The task-switching paradigm has been developed to address

the mechanisms of cognitive control by comparing task switch and

task repetition trials (Rogers and Monsell, 1995; Wylie and Allport,

2000). On switch trials, reaction times are usually slower and error

rates higher. These switch costs are highly robust and reflect the

cognitive load imposed by the requirements to update the new task

set and to select the appropriate task (Kiesel et al., 2010).

To investigate the memory consequences of task switching,

Muhmenthaler and Meier (2019) presented participants with trial

unique stimuli which they had to classify according to one of two

categorization tasks in alternating runs (ABBA). In Experiment

1, participants classified images of animals as a mammal or bird

(task A) and images of objects as a musical instrument or kitchen

utensil (task B). These stimuli were univalent because animals

could only be classified according to task A and objects could only

be classified according to task B. In Experiment 2, participants

classified images along the dimensions size (task A) and animacy

(task B), thus turning them into bivalent stimuli (see Figure 1A).

In both experiments, a subsequent surprise memory test assessed

participants memory of the stimuli. The results showed that

memory was worse for stimuli presented on switch trials. Critically,

the effect size was three times larger in Experiment 2 with bivalent

stimuli. The results indicate that task-set reconfiguration (present

in both experiments) and between-task interference (present in

Experiment 2) both impair subsequent memory performance.

Critically, increasing cognitive load by additional between-task

interference increased the switch cost for target memory, in line

with the load theory of selective attention (Lavie, 2010).

Richter and Yeung (2012) investigated the question whether

reconfiguration or between-task interference were critical

for subsequent memory effects. The authors suggested that

reconfiguration would divert resources away from encoding,

thereby resulting in a general memory decline for task-relevant and

task-irrelevant information. However, between-task interference

would result in lower memory for task-relevant items, but higher

memory for task-irrelevant items, due to residual attention to the

former task (Monsell and Driver, 2000; Yeung et al., 2006). In

order to disentangle between these possibilities, the authors used

compound stimuli which consisted of pictures and words and

participants had to switch between classifying them. Thus, each trial

consisted of task-relevant (target) and task-irrelevant (distractor)

information. In line with the between-task interference account,

task switching impaired memory for task-relevant information but

improved memory for task-irrelevant information. The authors

concluded that task switching reduced the ability to encode the

targets selectively and to inhibit distractors, that is, task switching

resulted in impairedmemory selectivity.

Chiu and Egner (2016) further developed the idea that between-

task interference was crucial for the memory benefit for distractors

in switch trials. Toward this goal, they examined two distractor

categories. In one group, participants switched between two

classification tasks, the distractors were relevant in one task and

irrelevant in the other task. In the other group, the distractors

(objects in the background) were never task-relevant (thus they

were unrelated background pictures). The results showed better

memory for distractors that were relevant in one task on switch

compared to repeat trials, aligning with the finding by Richter and

Yeung (2012): When the task switches, attention is broad, resulting

in distractor intrusion. When the task is repeated, attention can be

focused on the targets, thus less distractor intrusion. In contrast, the

condition with the always irrelevant distractors resulted in lower

memory for the distractors in switch compared to repeat trials. The

authors concluded that the higher cognitive load in switch trials

reduced memory performance. As the distractors were never task-

relevant, this decline in memory performance must be seen as a

memory cost and not as a successful strategy to inhibit distractors.

Building on this work, Dubravac and Meier (2022) directly

tested whether higher cognitive load would lead to less selective

memories. They employed a similar procedure as Richter and

Yeung (2012, 2015) with picture-word pairs as stimuli. According

to the time-based resource sharing model (Barrouillet et al., 2007),

cognitive load is higher when attention demanding activities co-

occur in time and concurrently draw on limited cognitive control

resources that are necessary for selective attention (Lavie, 2010).

Following this definition, the authors varied the cognitive load by

manipulating task predictability, preparation time, and stimulus

presentation duration in cued (Exp. 1–3) and alternating runs

task switching procedures (Exp. 4 and 5). In all experiments, task

switching resulted in lower memory selectivity. Shorter preparation

times, however, reduced memory selectivity only in the cued

task switching paradigm (cf., Richter and Yeung, 2012; Exp. 1),

but not in the alternating runs task switching paradigm. This

result suggests that a cue triggers preparatory processes that—

given a long enough cue-to-stimulus interval (i.e., preparation

time)—alleviate cognitive load during the classification task as

task-set reconfiguration processes were preponed. Shorter stimulus

presentation durations also reduced memory selectivity. With

shorter stimulus presentation durations, the stimuli had to be held

active in working memory to solve the classification task, thus
increasing cognitive load during the task. This effect occurred

mostly on switch trials, when cognitive load was already high. This
further corroborates that co-occurring cognitive load results in
lower memory selectivity.

Together, the studies about divided attention and task switching

showed that cognitive load plays an important role. In low

cognitive load conditions, such as full-attention or task repetitions,
attention can be focused on the targets, which leads to improved
target memory and lower distractor intrusion. In contrast, in

high cognitive load conditions, such as divided-attention or task

switching, the control mechanism is absorbed by other control

processes which leads to broader attention (Lavie, 2010; Dubravac

and Meier, 2022). Consequently, target memory is reduced and

irrelevant distractors intrude. Further studies on divided attention

and task-switching are in line with this interpretation and support

the cognitive load theory (Gardiner and Parkin, 1990; Craik et al.,
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1996, 2018; Richter and Yeung, 2015; Brito et al., 2016; Dubravac

and Meier, 2020; Muhmenthaler and Meier, 2021a, 2022; Greene

and Naveh-Benjamin, 2022; Naveh-Benjamin et al., 2022).

2.3. Transient shifts of attention and
cognitive load

2.3.1. Conflict stimuli
Another line of research investigated the impact of conflict

stimuli on subsequent memory performance (Krebs et al., 2015;

Rosner et al., 2015a; Jiménez et al., 2020; Muhmenthaler andMeier,

2021a,b). It was suggested that detecting conflicts can enhance

target memory (Botvinick et al., 2001, 2004; Yeung et al., 2004;

Carter and Van Veen, 2007). According to the conflict-monitoring

hypothesis, detecting conflicts leads to a transient upregulation

of selective attention in anticipation of the next trial, resulting in

improved conflict resolution (Egner and Hirsch, 2005). In this line

of research, conflict stimuli are defined as stimuli which involve

simultaneously active, competing representations which point to

different responses (Egner et al., 2007; Bugg, 2008). Conflicts

usually slow down immediate task performance and increase the

error rates.

According to the load theory, selective encoding should

be optimal under low cognitive load (Lavie, 2010; Tsal and

Benoni, 2010). As conflict resolution increases the demands

on control processes, the load theory would predict lower

memory performance for conflict stimuli, however the opposite

is true. Several studies showed that due to an up-regulation

of attention, conflict stimuli can enhance later memory

performance (Krebs et al., 2015; Rosner et al., 2015a; Ptok

et al., 2019; Davis et al., 2020; Muhmenthaler and Meier,

2021a,b). Importantly, this up-regulation is only possible when

the processing demands are low, that is, under low cognitive

load. When the processing demands increase, interference is

stronger than the attentional enhancement, thereby eliminating

any beneficial effects on memory. In the following paragraphs, we

review studies which investigated conflict stimuli in the light of

these considerations.

Krebs et al. (2015) investigated the impact of conflict stimuli

on memory using a variant of a face-word Stroop task. In the

study phase, the participants performed a gender discrimination

task with male or female faces which were overlaid with the words

man, house, or woman, thus congruent, neutral, and incongruent

face-word stimuli were created (see Figure 1B). At study, the

participants had to judge the gender of the face while ignoring

the superimposed word. In the subsequent recognition memory

test, faces from incongruent trials resulted in better memory

performance than faces from congruent or neutral trials. The

authors concluded that the results were in line with the conflict-

monitoring hypothesis postulating that interfering information

triggers a top-down reinforcement and enhances attention to the

targets (Egner and Hirsch, 2005; Egner et al., 2007).

In a replication attempt, Jiménez et al. (2020) found no

evidence for conflict-enhanced memory. However, they found

a memory benefit for incongruent trials following incongruent

trials, suggesting that conflict over two successive trials might be

necessary to boost target memory. In the studies by Krebs et al.

(2015) and Jiménez et al. (2020), the same procedure was used, but

only Krebs et al. (2015) found conflict-enhanced memory. A reason

might be that the inter-stimulus interval was up to 7 s in Krebs

et al. study, as the experiment was conducted in the scanner, and 1 s

only in the Jiménez et al. (2020) study. In the latter study, conflict

effects may have been eliminated due to reduced processing time,

that is, due to a high cognitive load. The cognitive load of a task

can be seen as a function of the proportion of time during which

it captures attention, thus impeding other attention-demanding

processes, such as conflict resolution (Barrouillet et al., 2007). If

conflict resolution is hampered, no memory benefit of conflicts can

be expected.

In a study by Rosner et al. (2015a), the participants had to

read the red word in a pair of red and green spatially interleaved

words. They were instructed to read the red word aloud and
to ignore the green distractor. Half of the items were congruent
(the interleaved words had the same identity), and the other half

were incongruent (the interleaved words had different identities),
thus the incongruent condition triggered a conflict. Following

the reading phase, participants completed a surprise recognition

memory test. The results showed better memory performance

for incongruent trials. The authors interpreted their findings in

terms of selective attention processes which improved memory for

incongruent trials.

Davis et al. (2020) extended this line of research by investigating

context effects in a series of experiments. Overall, they replicated

the results by Rosner et al. (2015a) and moreover demonstrated
that blocked lists of congruence led to stronger subsequent conflict
effects than mixed lists. This is in line with the finding that the

memory benefit for incongruent trials occurred only on successive
incongruent trials (Jiménez et al., 2020). A noteworthy feature of

the studies by Rosner et al. (2015a) and Davis et al. (2020) was

that the cognitive load was low, as the task consisted of word

reading, which is almost automatic (Walczyk, 2000). Moreover,

the participants had plenty of time to complete the task. If

cognitive resources would have been more depleted by the tasks,

conflict resolution would have been hampered, thereby probably

eliminating any memory effects.

Evidence for this claim stems from a recent study, in which

the research by Rosner et al. (2015a) and Davis et al. (2020)

was extended. In this study, the cognitive load was enhanced by

combining the conflict stimuli with a task-switching procedure

(Muhmenthaler and Meier, 2021a). Task switching enhances the

cognitive load due to the required task-set reconfiguration and

the between-task interference (Rogers and Monsell, 1995; Wylie

and Allport, 2000). The authors used similar stimulus materials as

Rosner et al. (2015a), but instead of word reading, they applied

a semantic word classification task which further enhanced the

cognitive load. In the congruent condition, the two interleaved

words derived from the same category whereas in the incongruent

condition, the two words derived from different categories, thus

they triggered a conflict. The results showed that the incongruent

condition did not lead to better recall performance than the

congruent condition. The authors then reduced the cognitive load

in a follow-up experiment by presenting blocked instead of mixed

lists (cf., Davis et al., 2020). The results revealed better memory for

incongruent targets. Moreover, the results replicated the effect that
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a series of incongruent trials might help to boost memory (Davis

et al., 2020; Jiménez et al., 2020).

Ptok et al. (2019) investigated whether a memory benefit for

conflict stimuli also occurs in a semantic priming procedure. In

a series of experiments, they first showed a prime involving two

words (e.g., “Kate / male”), then they showed a stimulus (e.g.,

“Kate”). The participants had to categorize the name by gender,

then they assessed recognition memory for the stimuli. The authors

varied the processing stages of the conflict and investigated whether

a stage-specific focus of control demands would influence later

memory. A memory benefit only occurred when the conflict lied

on the semantic categorization stage (e.g., by showing “Kate / male”

as prime) and not on the response stage (e.g., by showing “Kate /

right”). They concluded that a memory benefit can be produced by

semantic incongruency priming, but only when the primes induce

a conflict at the semantic categorization stage. Moreover, in line

with our account, they suggested that conflict-enhanced memory

can only be observed when demands of the task are low and allow

a degree of automaticity in responding.

In a recent study, the memory-enhancing effect was

demonstrated by using a Flanker like conflict at study

(Muhmenthaler and Meier, 2021b). In the congruent condition,

participants saw three pictures, a target in the middle, and two

identical flankers. Importantly, all the pictures were from the

same stimulus category (e.g., three mammals). In the incongruent

condition, participants saw also three pictures, but the target

was from one category and two identical flankers were from

another category (e.g., a mammal in the middle and two birds, see

Figure 1C). Participants had to categorize the target and ignore

the flankers. Different pictures in both conditions were used to

eliminate potential effects of fluency or perceptual load, as in this

setting, the perceptual difficulty was similar in both conditions.

The results showed that the incongruent condition led to better

target memory than the congruent condition, indicating that

the memory-enhancing effect generalized from the Stroop to the

Flanker task.

Together, the results of these studies show that cognitive

conflicts such as Stroop or Flanker conflict can enhance subsequent

memory performance for targets. When conflict is detected,

attention is transiently enhanced, rather than reduced, as the

load theory of attention would predict (Botvinick et al., 2004;

Olivers and Meeter, 2008; Lavie, 2010). However, the attention

enhancement is only viable under low cognitive load, that is,

when processing of the target task is within the capacity limits

of attention. In the next section we review the literature on the

attentional boost effect. Similar to Stroop and Flanker like conflics,

we propose that the emergence of the attentional boost effect

strongly depends on the cognitive load imposed by the target tasks.

2.3.2. The attentional boost e�ect
Due to the limited capacity of attention, the load theory of

attention suggests that increasing attention to one task should

reduce attention to another task, as in typical divided attention

studies (Naveh-Benjamin et al., 1998; Lavie, 2010; Craik et al.,

2018; Greene andNaveh-Benjamin, 2022). However, several studies

showed that attending to a relevant target can actually boost the

perceptual processing of concurrent, but unrelated information,

referred to as the attentional boost effect (Swallow and Jiang, 2010,

2013). It has been proposed that detecting a target produces a

transient up-regulation of attention which enhances memory for

items in close spatiotemporal proximity to the target (LaPointe

et al., 2022).

In a seminal study, Swallow and Jiang (2010) asked participants

to perform two continuous tasks at the same time. For one task the

participants saw a series of scenes, one at a time at the center of

the screen. Participants had to encode the scenes for a subsequent

memory test. For a second task a stream of squares appeared

superimposed over the scenes (see Figure 1D). The participants

pressed a key as quickly as possible whenever a specified target

square appeared. The square was completely unrelated to the scene.

Then, a recognition test assessed memory for the scenes. The

results showed better memory for the scenes presented with a

target square than those presented with a distractor square. The

authors concluded that increasing attention to a target can lead

to widespread increases in perceptual processing, which enhances

memory for them.

In Experiment 2 of the same study, the authors showed

that auditory targets also facilitated image-encoding, thereby

demonstrating that the attentional boost effect is not modality

specific. In Experiment 3, the participants were instructed to

memorize the scenes and to ignore the squares (single-task

condition). In this experiment, the results showed no attentional

boost effect and demonstrated that the effect depended on

performing the target-detection task. Together, the authors

concluded that the attentional boost effect might reflect the opening

of an attentional gate, which enhances perceptual processing. In

other words, target detection leads to a transient shift of attention,

which later enhances memory for the unrelated scenes.

Although the occurrence of an attentional boost effect is

widely documented (Swallow and Jiang, 2013; Mulligan et al.,

2014; LaPointe et al., 2022), the exact underlying mechanism is

not clear. As in classic divided attention studies, two tasks are

performed simultaneously, but the outcomes are different. Like

the conflict studies, the outcomes may depend on the processing

demands associated with the two tasks, that is, on the cognitive

load. In typical divided attention experiments, the tasks are rather

complex, for example engaging in two discrimination tasks in
different modalities (cf., Naveh-Benjamin et al., 1998; Craik et al.,

2018; Greene and Naveh-Benjamin, 2022). The cognitive load is
high, and up-regulations of attention are not viable. In contrast, in

typical attentional boost experiments, the tasks are very simple, for
example pressing the space button when a specific square appears.

Processing is within the capacity limits of attention, as the tasks do
not involve any higher-order control processes. The cognitive load
is low and up-regulations of attention are viable (Oberauer, 2019).

This assumption is corroborated by the finding that the

single-task condition of Experiment 3 (without targets) of the

above-mentioned study led overall to better memory than the
dual-task condition of Experiment 1 (Swallow and Jiang, 2010).

Specifically, memory performance of the single-task condition

was at the same level as the peak (when a target was detected)

of the dual-task condition. This implies that overall, the dual-

task condition impaired memory performance compared to the

single-task condition, aligning with other dividing attention studies
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which consistently showedmemory costs (Craik et al., 2018; Greene

and Naveh-Benjamin, 2022). In other terms, the attentional boost

lifts performance up to the level of full attention performance but

not beyond (LaPointe et al., 2022). However, as the cognitive load

is low in attentional boost studies, it does not exceed working

memory limits, and thus target detection can lead to trial-to-trial

attentional enhancements.

More evidence for this claim stems from a further experiment

of the study mentioned above (Swallow and Jiang, 2010;

Experiment 5). In this experiment, the target squares could be

green or red. In the simple-detection condition, participants pressed

the spacebar whenever either a red or a green square appeared.

In the arbitrary-mapping condition, participants pressed one key

for red squares and another key for green squares. In the simple-

detection task, an attentional boost effect occurred. Critically, in the

arbitrary-mapping condition, no attentional boost effect emerged.

It was eliminated due to increased processing demands associated

with response selecting, that is, due to high cognitive load.

2.3.3. Perceptual disfluency
Studies of perceptual disfluency on memory have their roots

in the desirable difficulties account. This account suggests that

making things harder to learn can improve subsequent learning and

memory (Bjork and Bjork, 2011; Maddox and Balota, 2015; Bjork

and Yue, 2016). Several studies provided evidence that perceptual

disfluency, despite slowing down immediate task performance,

can improve subsequent memory performance. Similar to conflict

and attentional boost studies, it has been proposed that disfluency

results in a transient up-regulation of attention, in order to

decode the stimulus and to optimize performance (LaPointe et al.,

2022). However, the impact of perceptual disfluency on memory

is more inconsistent, with some studies leading to better, other

to worse memory and other showing no effects. Similar to the

attentional boost effect and the conflict literature, cognitive load

could moderate the relationship between perceptual disfluency

and memory. When cognitive load is low, an up-regulation of

attention is possible, and disfluency can act as a desirable difficulty

(LaPointe et al., 2022). In contrast, when cognitive load is high,

there are not enough resources available to decode the disfluent

stimuli, and disfluency reduces subsequent memory (Eitel et al.,

2014; Meier and Muhmenthaler, 2021). In the next paragraphs,

we review the literature on perceptual disfluency in the light of

these considerations.

In a study by Sungkhasettee et al. (2011) the participants had

to study inverted and upright words. Participants were instructed

that they had to read each word and to encode the words for a

later test. The authors found that inverted words were more often

recalled than upright words and interpreted the results in terms

of processing fluency and desirable difficulties. The cognitive load

imposed by word reading was low and almost automatic, thus

perceptual disfluency enhanced later memory (Walczyk, 2000).

Diemand-Yauman et al. (2011) investigated whether disfluent

fonts can lead to better memory than fluent fonts. In two

experiments, the participants were asked to learn facts about three

species of aliens, they had 90 s tomemorize 21 features. The authors

found that that information presented in hard-to-read fonts was

better remembered than information which was presented in easy-

to-read fonts. They interpreted that hard-to-read fonts can operate

as a desirable difficulty, which engendered deeper processing

strategies (Bjork and Bjork, 2011). We assume that due to enough

processing time, perceptual disfluency enhanced later memory.

Further studies showed that the memory-enhancing effect of

disfluent fonts is not as robust as the study by Diemand-Yauman

et al. (2011) implied. Seufert et al. (2017) provided evidence for

a boundary condition associated with perceptual disfluency: They

manipulated the disfluency level of the fonts and the results showed

significant differences, indicating that there is an optimal level of

disfluency on performance that leads to increased engagement.

These results provided evidence that there is a breaking point of

disfluency where the perceptual load begins to be too high, and

disfluency begins to be an “undesirable difficulty.”

Meier and Muhmenthaler (2021) provided evidence for a

reversed effect of disfluent fonts on subsequent recognition

memory. The authors presented different statements of the type

“a City is in a Country” in fluent (e.g., ) or disfluent fonts

(e.g., ), and the participants had to decide whether these

statements were true or not as fast and as accurate as possible

(see Figure 1E). A following recognition test revealed that fluent

statements were better remembered than disfluent statements.

Due to high cognitive load in the study phase (deciding whether

a geographic statement was true and selecting the appropriate

response under time pressure), there were not enough working

memory resources available to decode the disfluent statements,

thus disfluency acted as an undesirable difficulty which reduced

subsequent memory.

Rosner et al. (2015b) investigated the impact of clear

and blurred words on recognition memory performance (see

Figure 1F). The participants had to read the words aloud in their

own pace. In several experiments, the results showed that blurred

words were better remembered than clear words. The authors

concluded that the blurred words up-regulated cognitive control,

which enhanced encoding and later memory. This is in line with

our account, as the cognitive load imposed by word reading was

low and enough working memory resources were left to decode the

blurred words.

A somehow unexpected result was reported by Yue et al.

(2013). The authors investigated the impact of blurred and clear

words on metacognitive predictions and subsequent memory. In

five experiments, the participants had to read blurred or clear

words and they had to give a judgement of learning (JOL) after

each word. The participants had plenty of time for encoding the

words. Thus, due to low cognitive load, we would expect an

advantage for the blurred words. However, the opposite was true,

the authors reported overall a small memory benefit for clear

words. The JOLs were higher for the perceptually fluent items,

as more easily processed information is usually predicted to be

more retrievable in the future (Hirshman et al., 1994; Rhodes and

Castel, 2008). Giving JOLs activates pre-existing knowledge, or

schemata (Staresina et al., 2009; Meier and Muhmenthaler, 2021).

This mechanism probably enhanced memory for the clear words.

Thus, it seems that the metacognitive judgements overwrote the

subtle effects of perceptual disfluency, despite enough available
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working memory resources. The study showed that small changes

in the experimental designs can change or even reverse the memory

effects, thus implying that it is noteworthy to thoroughly consider

each manipulation.

In a recent study, LaPointe et al. (2022) combined two

attentional manipulations that cause transient shifts of attention on

memory, perceptual disfluency and attentional boost. They tested

the hypothesis that the two attentional manipulations produce

redundant effects on recognition. The participants had to read

blurred or clear words while they had to monitor for and respond

to target signals, whereas they had to ignore distractor signals.

The results showed memory-enhancing effects for both, perceptual

disfluency as well as for the target signals, however, the two

factors did not interact. The authors concluded that the attentional

effects for disfluency and target detection ware additive and not

redundant.Moreover, the authors reasoned that sufficient resources

in response to target detection and to blurry words were available

in this setting, which may have led to an additive memory effect

of the two variables. It would be interesting to investigate these

memory effects when the resources would approach or exhaust

capacity limits. To investigate combined attentional manipulations

at different levels of cognitive load may be an avenue for future

research (cf., Muhmenthaler and Meier, 2021a).

Together, perceptual disfluency is basically associated with a

memory enhancement, but the effect depends on the level of

cognitive load, and it requires an optimal level of disfluency (Seufert

et al., 2017). The disfluency effect is not as robust as for example

the detrimental effects of task switching and dividing attention on

subsequent recognition memory. For example, Eitel et al. (2014) as

well as Rummer et al. (2016) reported null effects, despite applying

the same experimental manipulation as Diemand-Yauman et al.

(2011). Further research is necessary to explore the impact of

other possible moderators in the relationship between perceptual

disfluency and later memory.

2.4. Attentional mechanisms: Preliminary
discussion

Because attention is limited in capacity, it must be selective in

order to reach the most relevant goals (Driver, 2001; Oberauer,

2019). According to the load theory of attention, responding to

a target should increase demands on control processes, thereby

reducing memory. However, the literature on Stroop and Flanker

like conflicts, the attentional boost effect and disfluency showed

that responding to relevant targets can transiently enhance

attention, rather than reduce it, as the load theory of attention

would predict (Lavie, 2005; Olivers and Meeter, 2008). When

specific targets appear, transient attentional enhancements are

triggered, in order to optimize performance. Importantly, the

cognitive load imposed by the target task can act as a moderator

in this relationship. Under high cognitive load, the capacity limits

of attention are reached, and up-regulations of attention are not

viable. Under low load, however, trial-to-trial adaptions are viable,

thereby leading to memory gains.

Noteworthy, the tale is not that simple and other factors may

further modulate subsequent memory. For example, the study

by Yue et al. (2013) showed that adding a simple action to the

experimental procedure can reverse the effects on subsequent

memory. Giving a metacognitive judgment (i.e., a judgment of

learning after each trial), reversed the memory effects in this study.

Metacognition is based on prior knowledge, or schemata, which

is the main topic of the next section. This results of this study

foreshadows that the two components of our framework, attention

and knowledge, can interact.

Of importance with regard to many studies in this field is

the lack of baselines. For example, in the task-switching studies,

we do not know whether task repeating enhances or decreases

memory performance compared to a baseline condition. Memory

performance resulting from task-repeating trials (trials from a task-

switching block) should be compared with single-task trials (trials

from a task block in which one task has to be performed repeatedly).

Specifically, task-repeating trials compared to single-task trials

could enhance memory due to a more cautious responding style,

or due to higher motivation (Woodward et al., 2003). In contrast,

task-repeating trials might decrease memory compared to single-

task trials due to the higher cognitive load in these trials. Although

not having direct evidence for this claim, we assume that the

latter would apply. The lack of baselines is also an issue in the

other conflict paradigms. The assessment of baselines should be

considered in future research.

3. Knowledge structures

Our brains are optimized to remember relevant information

and to quickly discard irrelevant information (Van Kesteren and

Meeter, 2020). Our brains are also optimized to remember events

that differ from previous experiences, as adaptation to the ever-

changing world is critical for survival (Duszkiewicz et al., 2019).

We preferentially attend to irregularities in the environment which

may signal an upcoming danger (Reggev et al., 2018). Together,

it is adaptive to remember information that is congruent as

well as incongruent with prior knowledge, reflecting regularities

and irregularities in the environment. It is therefore no surprise

that these types of information are better remembered than

neutral information.

3.1. Prior knowledge and novelty

Knowledge is represented in schemata which can be defined

as networks of interconnected neocortical representations of prior

knowledge. They are established in early childhood, continue to

develop throughout life and allow us to make efficient judgements

in an economical and adaptive way (Iran-Nejad andWinsler, 2000).

Schemata exert powerful influences over how events are perceived

and interpreted (Gilboa and Marlatte, 2017). They maximize

the efficiency of new learning, expand memory capacity, and

enable inferential processing (Bonasia et al., 2018). Events that

are congruent with pre-existing schemata lead to better memory

than incongruent events and this effect is stronger after a delay

(Hennies et al., 2016). The schema theory on memory predicts

that schemata enhance memory due to efficient encoding and

accelerated consolidation processes (Tse et al., 2007; Wang and

Morris, 2010; Van Kesteren et al., 2012; McClelland, 2013).
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Novelty is also known to enhance memory (von Restorff, 1933;

Bonasia et al., 2018), with the distinctiveness of a stimulus thought

to improve later memory. Memory for a special event (e.g., the

first kiss) can be much better than memory for events that occur

repeatedly (Poppenk et al., 2010). Novelty involves responding to

information that is not expected or predicted in a given context on

the basis of prior experience (Van Kesteren et al., 2012; Quent et al.,

2021).

According to these considerations, memory performance

follows a U-shape, but the two ends are associated with

different expressions of memory. Schema-congruence produces

generalized semantic memories, reflecting schemata, whereas

incongruence/novelty produces detailed episodic memory,

reflecting the encoding of a “snapshot” (Quent et al., 2021). Both

types of memory are mediated by different brain structures (Van

Kesteren et al., 2012). In the next section, we review articles which

investigated the impact of schema-congruence and novelty on

subsequent memory performance.

In a study by Cortese et al. (2019), congruence effects for

color-word associates were investigated in a Stroop color naming

task. The participants had either to name the color of a font, or

to read the word which was presented in a specific color. The

words appeared in a congruent (e.g., ocean in blue), neutral (e.g.,

lawyer in green), or incongruent (e.g., banana in blue) manner.

Then, the participants had to recall the words. The results of the

memory test revealed that words which have been shown in the

congruent condition were more often recalled than words from

the incongruent which were more often recalled than the neutral

condition. This pattern of results appeared in both tasks, font

color naming and word reading. Together, the results showed

the expected U-shape function of memory, but they also revealed

that the effect for schema-congruence was stronger than the effect

for novelty.

The congruence effect was further investigated by Van Kesteren

M. T. R. et al. (2013). The authors explored the impact of subjective

congruence involving different modalities. The participants had

to study simultaneously presented combinations of visual motifs,

visual object words and tactile fabric samples which were either

congruent (e.g., jacket and leather) or incongruent (e.g., umbrella

and lace). A recognition memory test for the motifs was

administered either immediately, after 1 day, or after 2 days. The

results showed that congruent stimuli were better remembered after

a consolidation interval, but not in the immediate test. These results

demonstrated that a consolidation phase may be a precondition for

schema-congruence effects.

Van Kesteren M. et al. (2013) also investigated the impact of

subjective schema-congruence on later recognition memory. They

used pairs of objects and scenes at encoding, and the participants

indicated how congruent they found these pairs and were tested

on recognition memory for these associations 1 day later. For

example, a congruent pair was tennis court—tennis racket and

an incongruent pair was classroom—soup ladle (see Figure 2A).

The authors found a monotonic increase in memory performance

with increasing congruency ratings. They did not find evidence

of enhanced memory for incongruent information. The authors

interpreted the results as confirmation of the schema theory of

memory (Wang and Morris, 2010; McClelland, 2013).

In the studies mentioned above, the schemata reflected prior

knowledge of the participants. Hennies et al. (2016) investigated

whether a schema can be induced experimentally, through several

training sessions. The participants learned facts over six sessions

during 2 weeks. Then, they learned new facts which were related or

completely unrelated to the schema they had established. Directly

after these sessions, memory for all facts was tested in a two-

alternative task. The results revealed better memory for schema-

congruent information, thus providing evidence that a schema can

be established within a few days, and that this schema can lead to

memory gains.

Ortiz-Tudela et al. (2017) used a change-detection task to

explore long-term consequences of schema congruence. They

manipulated the congruence between a changing object and a

background scene (see Figure 2B). For example, they showed a

cow in the prairie (congruent with prior knowledge) or a cow on

the street (incongruent with prior knowledge), the background-

only and the background-plus-target images were presented in

rapidly alternating sequences to generate a flickering appearance.

The participants had to press a specific button when they detected

an object in the foreground. Across three experiments, the

data showed that incongruent events were faster detected than

congruent events. However, the results of the memory test revealed

that schema-congruent events led to better recognition memory

performance than incongruent events, providing evidence that

the schema effect generalizes to other tasks, such as the change-

detection task.

Bonasia et al. (2018) let their participants watch narrative

film clips which contained events that were either congruent

with prior knowledge or not. Memory for the events was tested

either immediately or after one week. Both congruence with

prior knowledge and incongruence/novelty enhanced memory

for events, though incongruent events were recalled with more

errors over time. The authors concluded that novel and congruent

information both enhanced memory but were processed via

distinct mechanisms. The findings confirmed that memory

performance was a U-shape function of congruence (Van Kesteren

et al., 2012). The authors emphasized that they could demonstrate

these effects with more naturalistic events than usually used in the

labs, such as film clips.

Greve et al. (2019) investigated the impact of expectations

(i.e., schema-congruent) and events that conflict with schemata

(i.e., schema-incongruent) on subsequent memory. Across four

experiments, schemata were established by training relationships

between randomly paired objects (e.g., a shoe and an umbrella).

Thus, as in the Hennies et al. (2016) study, the schemata were

induced experimentally and did not reflect prior knowledge. The

participants learned which of two types of objects had a higher value

(the rule). In congruent conditions, the rule remained constant

across trials; in incongruent conditions, the rule reversed after the

penultimate trial, that is, before the final critical trial that was later

tested; in unrelated conditions, rules reversed several times. Thus,

in congruent and incongruent conditions, the schema was either

violated (incongruent condition) or not (congruent condition) on

a critical trial. Better memory was found for both congruent and

incongruent trials, relative to unrelated trials, producing memory

performance that followed a U-shape function of congruence.
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FIGURE 2

Paradigms based on knowledge structures. (A) Congruency rating task (cf., Van Kesteren M. et al., 2013). (B) Change detection task (cf., Ortiz-Tudela

et al., 2017). (C) Establishment of weak and strong priors (cf., Greve et al., 2017).

The congruence advantage but not incongruence advantage was

mediated by post-encoding processes, whereas the incongruence

advantage, but not congruence advantage, emerged even if the

incongruent information was irrelevant to the schema. The authors

concluded that schemata augmented memory in multiple ways,

depending on the match between novel and existing information.
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Reggev et al. (2018) examined the role of experimental

distinctiveness as a potential explanation for the memory

benefits for novel and schema-congruent information. Across two

experiments, they used word pairs which were either familiar (e.g.,

yellow banana) or novel (e.g., yellow zebra). The participants had to

decide whether the word pairs were congruent or not. In a later test

phase, recognition memory for the nouns was assessed. The results

revealed that novelty was sensitive to its experimental proportions:

improvedmemory for novelty was observed when novel word pairs

were relatively rare. Memory levels for schema-congruent items, in

contrast, were completely unaffected by experimental proportions,

highlighting their insensitivity to list-based distinctiveness. The

authors concluded that novel and congruent items both enhanced

memory but were processed via partially distinct mechanisms.

The results of these studies provide evidence for a robust effect

of schema-congruence on subsequent memory. The schema theory

of memory explains this effect with an accelerated integration of

new information into a pre-existing schema (Tse et al., 2007; Wang

and Morris, 2010; McClelland, 2013; Durrant et al., 2015). Despite

applying different tasks at study and applying different memory

tests, the memory advantage for schema-congruent information

materialized. The results also showed that a consolidation phase

increases the effects, or may even be necessary for an effect to

materialize (Van KesterenM. T. R. et al., 2013; Hennies et al., 2016).

The studies also provided evidence for a memory advantage for

novel or unexpected events, but the results revealed that this effect

is less robust than the schema effect onmemory. The effect depends

on the precise nature of the encoding and retrieval tasks, such as

context effects (Reggev et al., 2018). In the next section we review

research on the impact of prediction errors, which can be seen as a

special case of novelty.

3.2. Prediction error

When our experience violates our predictions, it is adaptive

to update our knowledge, in order to make better and more

accurate predictions in the future (Bein et al., 2021). Theoretical

models propose that such prediction errors should be encoded as

distinct memory traces, reflecting the encoding of a “snapshot,”

to prevent that previous memories interfere (McClelland, 2013;

Quent et al., 2021). For example, the “Predictive Interactive

Multiple Memory Signals” (PIMMS) framework is a framework

for understanding how prior knowledge and prediction errors

affect memory formation (Greve et al., 2017, 2019). According

to this framework, the brain is assumed to contain hierarchical

representations of the world, where representations at one level of

the hierarchy predict the activity of representations in lower levels.

The difference between those predictions and the sensory evidence

from lower levels comprises the prediction error, which is assumed

to drive learning between levels, so as to improve predictions and

minimize prediction errors in the future (Friston, 2005). PIMMS

offers a framework for considering how prediction errors might

vary in the world, and therefore be manipulated experimentally in

the laboratory.

Greve et al. (2017) examined the implications of the PIMMS

framework. Specifically, the authors examined whether a prediction

error reflects the divergence between the prior probability (from

previous experiences) and sensory evidence (from the current

experience). The hypothesis was tested across five experiments,

in terms of peoples’ ability to encode a single presentation of a

scene-item pairing as a function of previous exposures to that

scene and/or item. Memory was tested by presenting the scene

together with three choices for the previously paired item, in

which the two foil items were from other pairings within the same

condition as the target item. For example, the prior expectation

was manipulated by training the participants to associate a scene

with one or more unfamiliar faces (see Figure 2C). In order to

induce a strong prior, a scene was repeatedly paired with the same

face during training (high prediction error condition). In order to

induce a weak prior, a scene was paired with different faces (low

prediction error condition). Critical study trials used novel faces,

evoking a higher degree of prediction error when the prior was

strong. In a subsequent test phase, associative memory for faces

paired in the critical study trials was assessed. The results showed,

as hypothesized, better memory for the new scene-face pairing in

the high prediction error condition compared to the low prediction

error condition, that is, memory was best when the expectation

was violated. The prediction error hypotheses were supported in

all experiments. The prediction errors reflected the divergence

between the prior probability and current sensory evidence, and the

authors concluded that the PIMMS framework provided the most

parsimonious account of the pattern of results.

In a study by Quent et al. (2021), the relationship between

object-location memory and expectedness was investigated across

four experiments. In an immersive virtual reality, participants

explored a virtual kitchen with the instruction to count and

memorize the locations of 20 objects that were scattered across

the room. In the following recall phase, the participants reentered

the kitchen (now without the 20 original objects), were given

one object, and were asked to place it at its previously seen

location. Once placed, the object disappeared, and the process was

repeated for the remaining 19 objects. Recall was followed by a

recognition test, performed outside the virtual reality. Each trial

showed one studied object in three alternative locations, one of

which was correct. Importantly, the target and two foil locations

were matched in expectancy according to the normative ratings,

so using prior knowledge to guess the location could not help

performance. The results demonstrated better memory for highly

expected and unexpected locations relative to neutral locations. The

results showed that memory followed a U-shaped function of the

expectancy of an event, with better memory for highly expected or

highly unexpected object locations.

In a study by Bein et al. (2021), the authors investigated the

impact of experience violations onmemory, by repeatedly exposing

participants to pairs of objects. During a prediction learning phase,

the participants were presented with a stream of objects that

included neighboring pairs of objects that followed each other

back to back, thereby evoking predictions. Then, they violated

this prediction in half of these pairs during the critical violation

phase by replacing the second object in the pairs with a novel

object. The following item memory test required participants to
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discriminate between identical old items and similar lures. The

results revealed that the prediction errors enhanced recognition

memory: Participants correctly identified more old items as old

when those items violated expectations during learning, compared

with items that did not violate expectations. Importantly, this

memory enhancement was only observed when participants later

showed intact memory for the related pairs which were used

to establish the predictions. The authors concluded that the

advantage for prediction errors was dependent on the strength of

the predictions, defined as the participants’ memory of the original

pair. In a follow-up experiment, the authors reduced prediction

strength by lowering associative binding during encoding and

found that the memory advantage for violations was diminished.

Ortiz-Tudela et al. (2018) provided empirical evidence for the

claim of Bein et al. (2021), suggesting that strong predictions

are a necessary precondition to facilitate memory. The authors

explored expectation violations by means of a validity paradigm.

Across seven experiments, the authors showed participants arrows

which pointed to specific directions. The participants were told

that the relevant arrow (presented in a specific color) would point

to the location at which the upcoming word stimulus was most

likely to appear. On most of the trials, the stimulus appeared at

the predicted location (expectation match), and on several trials,

the stimulus appeared at another location (expectation mismatch).

The authors reported evidence for a null effect of expectation

violations on memory formation. We assume that using this task,

the predictions were not strong enough to facilitate memory for

violations (Bein et al., 2021). The spatial task might not have

produced strong predictions, or priors, as the arrows my rather

have been used as spatial cues. In other terms, the expectations were

not based on previous memories, which may be a precondition for

a memory gain.

3.3. Knowledge structures: Preliminary
discussion

Taken together, the studies on schema-congruence, novelty

and prediction errors provide robust evidence for the hypothesis

that memory performance follows a U-shape, with better memory

for schema-congruence at one end and incongruence/novelty at

the other end of a continuum. The quality of these memories

is however different and mediated by different brain structures

(Van Kesteren et al., 2012; Greve et al., 2017). Schema-

congruence is associated with generalized semantic memory

and less hippocampal activity, whereas incongruence/novelty

is associated with detailed episodic memory and enhanced

hippocampal activity (Quent et al., 2021). The U-shape reflects

the opposing demands of benefitting from reoccurring regularities

to enable efficient encoding on the one hand, and on the other

hand, of accommodating surprising information and irregularities

in the environment, which is essential for flexible adaptation to an

ever-changing environment (Greve et al., 2019).

4. General discussion

In the present article, we reviewed the differential impact

of cognitive conflicts on subsequent memory. We distinguished

between conflict conditions which required more vs. less cognitive
control or attentional resources and conflict conditions related to
the (in-)congruence of the study materials with existing schemata.

Thus, we distinguished conflicts based on attentional mechanisms
and conflicts based on knowledge structures.

For attentional conflicts, the reviewed studies suggest that

conflicts associated with dividing attention and task switching hurt

subsequent memory, due to enhanced cognitive load (Lavie, 2010).
Performing two tasks simultaneously loads working memory and
this leads to interference effects, which later results in reduced

memory performance compared to a full-attention condition
(Naveh-Benjamin et al., 1998; Greene and Naveh-Benjamin, 2022).

Task switching also hurts subsequent target memory. Specifically,

stimuli which have been shown in switch trials lead to worse

memory than stimuli which have been shown in repeat trials,

as the cognitive load is enhanced in switch trials due to higher

processing demands (Muhmenthaler and Meier, 2019, 2022). The

high cognitive load in switch trials leads to a “broad” attention,

thereby leading to distractor intrusion (Lavie, 2005, 2010; Richter

and Yeung, 2012, 2015; Chiu and Egner, 2016; Dubravac and

Meier, 2022). Neuroimaging studies demonstrated that processing

associated with task switching and divided attention are mostly

associated to activity in the prefrontal regions and related networks

in parietal regions, highly depending on specific features of the task

at study (Reynolds et al., 2004; Johnson and Zatorre, 2006; Johnson

et al., 2007; Niendam et al., 2012; Grange and Houghton, 2014).

In contrast, conflicts associated with Stroop or Flanker like

conflicts, the attentional boost effect and perceptual disfluency can

enhance subsequent memory (Swallow and Jiang, 2010; Diemand-

Yauman et al., 2011; Sungkhasettee et al., 2011; Mulligan et al.,

2014; Krebs et al., 2015; Muhmenthaler and Meier, 2021b). By

going through the literature, the present review provided evidence

that such transient trial-to-trial attentional shifts are however only

viable under low cognitive load. Under high load, the capacity limits

of attention are exhausted and attentional enhancements are not

viable. Thus, for attentional conflicts, we identified the presence

of specific target stimuli, combined with the level of the cognitive

load, as the critical variables, that determine the direction of a

specific effect for a particular conflict manipulation. According to

the conflict-monitoring hypothesis, the dorsal anterior cingulate

cortex signals the regulative components in the dorsolateral

prefrontal cortex the detections of conflicts, thereby creating a

feedback loop between the two components (Botvinick et al.,

2004). A neuroimaging study showed that the memory benefit

of incongruent trials of a Stroop like conflict was associated

with activity in these structures, thereby providing neuronal

evidence for the conflict-monitoring hypothesis (Krebs et al., 2015).

Whether these structures are also involved in attentional boost

and disfluency effects is not documented and may be a topic for

future research.

For conflicts at the level of knowledge structures, a somewhat

different pattern emerged. Both high congruence and high

incongruence with prior knowledge can benefit memory, leading

to a U-shape function, with better memory performance for

information that is congruent with an existing schema, and better

memory performance for novel or unexpected information at

both ends. The quality of these memories is different. Schema-

congruence is associated with generalized semantic memory

whereas incongruence/novelty is associated with detailed episodic
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memory (Quent et al., 2021). The quality of these memories is

also mediated by different neuronal structures. The neuroscientific

model “schema-linked interactions between medial prefrontal

and medial temporal lobe” (SLIMM) proposes a time-dependent

shift from medial temporal lobe to neocortical representations

(Van Kesteren et al., 2012; Quent et al., 2021). Within SLIMM,

the medial prefrontal cortex is to detect the congruency of

new information with existing information in neocortex. Greater

congruence leads to greater medial prefrontal cortex activity, which

is assumed to potentiate direct connections between neocortical

representations. In contrast, associations that are incongruent with

a schema or highly novel are encoded in the medial temporal lobe,

comprising hippocampus, perirhinal and entorhinal cortices, and

parahippocampal gyrus (Van Kesteren et al., 2012; Quent et al.,

2021).

The different patterns within each domain underline the

usefulness of the conceptual distinction of our framework. The

conceptual distinction is represented in the involvement of

different neural substrates, as specified above. Overall, attentional

conflicts activate areas in the prefrontal cortex and related networks

(Johnson et al., 2007; Niendam et al., 2012). In conditions of

conflict resolution, the anterior cingulate cortex has been located as

critical structure which signals the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex to

recruit attentional resources when conflicts are detected (Botvinick
et al., 2004). In contrast, for conflicts at the level of knowledge
structures, the medial temporal lobe with the hippocampus and

the medial prefrontal cortex are the most relevant structures (Van
Kesteren et al., 2012; Quent et al., 2021). Thus, the two parts of

our framework, attention and knowledge, are not only distinct in
terms of theories, paradigms and outcomes, but also in terms of the

involved neuronal structures.
Recently, Craik and Bialystok (2006) proposed a similar

distinction in a framework to address cognitive changes across

the lifespan. Specifically, they distinguished between “cognitive

representation” and “control” as factors that have different lifespan

trajectories, with stronger decline across adult age in control

than in representations. Combining the ideas from Craik and

Bialystok with our distinction of cognitive conflict domains,

an avenue for future research would be to test the hypothesis

that conflicts at the level of attentional mechanisms would

result in stronger age-effects than conflicts at the level of

knowledge structures.

Another avenue for further research is to investigate the

combined impact of attention and knowledge on subsequent

memory. We are not aware of studies which manipulated both,

prior knowledge and cognitive control demands, with the purpose

to explore their interactions. In the attentional section, we

emphasized the importance of cognitive load at study. However,

we believe that cognitive load would not moderate memory

effects resulting from knowledge or expectation manipulations,

as these manipulations do not load on working memory, and

thus they do not stress the limited attentional resources. As

mentioned above, these manipulations are mediated by different

neuronal structures (Van Kesteren et al., 2012; Quent et al.,

2021). The same might apply for perceptual load. Thus, we

would not expect interactions between cognitive/perceptual load

and knowledge manipulations, but rather additive effects (e.g.,

processing schema-congruent information in a full-attention

condition could maximally improve memory). However, there is

evidence that pre-existing schemata can overwrite the memory-

enhancing effects of attentional manipulations. In the study by

Yue et al. (2013), the pattern of results showed that higher

metacognitive judgments for fluent words eliminated the expected

memory benefit for disfluent words. The results imply that

the effects of schema-congruence might be stronger than the

effects produced by perceptual disfluency. It is also conceivable

that in some conflict studies, schema congruence somehow

counteracted the incongruence effects (e.g., a yellow banana

is schema-congruent, but a blue banana is Stroop-incongruent,

both promoting better memory), thereby maybe explaining the

rather small memory effects produced by Stroop like conflicts

(Jiménez et al., 2020; Muhmenthaler and Meier, 2021a). The

example nicely shows that it is important to carefully design

these experiments. Together, there is evidence that the two

components, attention and knowledge, can however interact and

further affect memory.

It can be considered as a limitation of the present review

that we did not discuss the types of memory tests that were

used. Rather, we focused on the encoding manipulations. We

are aware that the specific test may influence the resulting

memory effects. However, so far, the evidence indicates that

the direction of memory effects is quite robust across different

memory tests. For example, in the domain of task switching,

different methods have resulted in convergent evidence (Richter

and Yeung, 2012; Muhmenthaler and Meier, 2019, 2021a), as

switch costs on memory generalized across recognition, confidence

ratings and free recall as memory measures. Nevertheless,

addressing the impact of cognitive conflict systematically across

different memory tests may be an interesting avenue for future

research (e.g., free recall vs. recognition; explicit vs. implicit

memory, etc.).

Another limitation may be that we mainly focused on studies

which used short study-test intervals, although we are aware that

the study-interval may also play a crucial role for memory effects,

due to post-encoding and consolidation processes (Wang and

Morris, 2010; Van Kesteren et al., 2012; Durrant et al., 2015).

The literature on schema-congruence showed that a consolidation

phase may even be a precondition for some memory effects

(Van Kesteren M. T. R. et al., 2013). Nevertheless, systematically

addressing the impact of different retention intervals (and more

generally, time for consolidation) may be a fruitful line for

future research.

5. Conclusion

In this review, we distinguished between cognitive conflicts at

the level of attentional mechanisms and at the level of knowledge

structures. We illustrated that in both domains the specific

encoding situation must be taken into account to foresee whether

the particular conflict results in a loss or gain for subsequent

memory performance. Besides of ordering these phenomena on a

theoretical level, these insights may help to create study situations

to optimize learning. Toward this goal it might be relevant to

investigate the combined effect of beneficial cognitive conflicts

identified in this review.
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